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ECU Bosch EDC16C3 1.4 HDI 0281011089 9653202580
€48.00


BOSCH PEUGEOT 206 1.4 HDI 8HZ control unit



1 in stock



ECU Bosch EDC16C3 1.4 HDI 0281011089 9653202580 quantity



Add to basket



SKU: 4693-AG16_K16
Categories: Control units, Dir. unit injection, Electro components
Tags: 1940FP, 1940WV, 1940WW, 281011089, 9647785580, 9653202580
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Description

PSA CITROEN PEUGEOT 0281011089 9653202580 9647785580 1940WV 1940WW 1940FP




Additional information

	Weight	0.9 kg
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ECU Bosch EDC16C34 Citroën Peugeot 0281011863 9661773380

€48.00
Add to basket			
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ECU Bosch ME7.4.6 0261206419

€97.00
Notify when the product is in stockRead more			
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ECU Bosch EDC15C2 0281011394 9652184480 1940F1

€42.00
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Company headquarters EU

Autotech 24 CZ, s.r.o.

Zbraslavská 12/11, Malá Chuchle, 159 00 Praha 5, CZ

ID: 09105638

TAX ID: no VAT
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We are using cookies to give you the best experience on our website.

You can find out more about which cookies we are using or switch them off in settings.
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Privacy Overview

This website uses cookies so that we can provide you with the best user experience possible. Cookie information is stored in your browser and performs functions such as recognising you when you return to our website and helping our team to understand which sections of the website you find most interesting and useful.
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